Assessments of students' attitudes and beliefs often rely on questions with rating scales that ask students the extent to which they agree or disagree with a statement. Unlike traditional physics problems with a single correct answer, rating scale questions often have a spectrum of 5 or more responses, none of which are correct. Researchers have found that responses on rating scale items can generally be treated as continuous and that unless there is good evidence to do otherwise, response categories should not be collapsed [1] [2] [3] . We discuss two potential reasons for collapsing response categories (lack of use and redundancy) and how to empirically test for them. To illustrate these methods, we use them on the Colorado Learning Attitudes about Science Survey. We found that students used all the response categories on the CLASS but that three of them were potentially redundant. This led us to conclude that the CLASS should be scored on a 5-point or 3-point scale, rather than the 2-point scale recommended by the instrument developers [4] . More broadly, we recommend the judicious use of data manipulations when scoring assessments and retaining all response categories unless there is a strong rational for collapsing them.
I. INTRODUCTION
Research-based assessments have played a pivotal role driving physics education research (PER) and physics course transformations [5] . These assessments have been developed to measure different areas of interest in learning physics, including content knowledge, scientific reasoning, and attitudes/beliefs about physics [6] . While the strength of the validation argument for each instrument varies, a defining feature of research-based assessments is the research that has gone into assessing the reliability and validity of them. As part of the ongoing validation process, it is common for researchers to investigation the reliability of using the instrument across contexts, student populations, and time. These investigations have typically focused on student interviews [7] , question wording [8] , factor analyses, and measures of reliability [9, 10] but have not as commonly examined question scoring. Unlike assessments that measure content knowledge and offer responses that are correct or incorrect, assessments that measure attitudes or beliefs typically use rating scales that offer 5 responses, ranging from Strongly Disagree (SD) to Strongly Agree (SA). The lack of a single correct answer has led to a variety of scoring styles being adopted. For example, the Sources of Self-Efficacy in Science Courses -Physics (SOSESC-P) uses a 5-point scoring scale [11] , the Colorado Learning Attitudes about Science Survey for Experimental Physics uses a 3-point scoring scale (E-CLASS) [12] , and the Colorado Learning Attitudes about Science Survey (CLASS) uses a pair of 2-point scoring scales [4] . We examined two empirical criteria for deciding to collapse rating scale response categories prior to scoring, lack of use and redundancy. To demonstrate the methods for testing the criteria, we apply them to the CLASS and examine the impact of using a 5-point versus 2-point scoring scheme. We conclude with general recommendations for scoring of rating scale assessments.
II. LITERATURE REVIEW

A. Scoring rating scale items
Research-based assessments typically use two different types of items: multiple-choice items with single correct answers and rating scale items with no correct answer. While PER researchers have investigated learning progressions through incorrect responses on multiple-choice items [13] [14] [15] , it is generally agreed upon that multiple-choice items should be scored dichotomously as either correct or incorrect. Rating scale items offer more possible scoring methods. For example, rating scale items with 5 possible responses (e.g., Strongly Disagree (SD), Disagree (D), Nuetral (N), Agree (A), and Strongly Agree (SA)) are commonly scored in different ways [1, 4, 12, 16] , such as using a 5point scale, a 3-point scale, or a 2-point scale. Fig. 1 shows some common ways that categories on a rating scale with 5 responses are collapsed to create either a 3-point scale or a 2-point scale.
A common critique of how rating scale items are scored is that the data is ordinal, not interval, and the distance between two ordered responses (e.g., SD and D) may not be equal to the distance between two other ordered responses (e.g., N and A) [17, 18] . Treating rating scale data as ordinal data would require nonparametric analyses [19] . Researchers have found, however, that when examining multiple rating scale items in aggregate the data can be treated as continuous without introducing bias [1] [2] [3] . Further, responses to individual items with at least 5 response options can generally be treated as continuous values [20, 21] . While parametric tests are often appropriate for analyzing rating scale data, it is still important to ensure that the data meets the test assumptions (e.g., independence of observations, homogeneity of variance, and a normal distribution) [22] .
As each response category provides information, it is generally recommended that response categories be retained unless there is good reason for them to be collapsed [16, 23] . There are situations, however, that warrant the collapsing of response categories. One justification for collapsing a response category is that it is not being selected and is therefore not providing any information. A second justification for collapsing a response category is that it is being interpreted the same as another response category and is therefore providing redundant information. Both justifications can be empirically examined by calculating the selection rates for each response category and each response category's correlation with the overall score (i.e., point-biserial correlations). Response categories that provide additional information and should not be collapsed are those that are selected regularly and have pointbiserial correlations that are ordered lowest to highest across the least to most expert-like responses. In this paper, we ex-amine these two criteria.
B. CLASS
The CLASS was developed by Adams et al. [4] to assess student beliefs about physics and learning physics. Researchers and instructors have largely adopted the 2-point scoring method recommended by Adams et al. [4] . While Adams et al. [4] often used 2-point scoring methods to analyze CLASS responses, they also used the traditional 5-point scoring method in their development process. For example, they used a 5-point scale in their exploratory factor analysis. Adams et al. [4] recommended using a pair of 2-point scales (as illustrated in Fig. 1 ) when scoring the CLASS. The first 2-point scale they recommend using examines the fraction of students that agree with expert views by collapsing SD, D, and N then A and SA. The second 2-point scale they recommend using examines the fraction of students that disagree with expert views (or agree with novice views) by collapsing SD and D then N, A, and SA. Adams et al. [4] justified the collapsing of the N category because their interviews showed that students used the N category inconsistently. They state that the N category data should be removed and therefore all other response categories should be treated as being ordinal. They justified the collapsing of SD with D and A with SA because there was not complete agreement in student interpretation of the categories (i.e., two students with the same level of agreement might select different responses). It is difficult to assess the strength of the evidence to support their decision to collapse response categories because neither the data from the interviews nor any quantitative evidence was included in the publication to support the decision.
Since its publication, researchers have reexamined the validity argument of the CLASS. Sawtelle et al. [7] found that students at Florida International University (a Hispanic-Serving Institution) interpreted the questions as they were designed, which expanded the validation argument to include more diverse student populations. Douglas et al. [10] , however, examined the psychometric properties of the CLASS and came to different conclusions than Adams et al. [4] on how to interpret CLASS data. Douglas et al. [10] critiqued the novel methods for factor analysis that Adams et al. [4] used for violating assumptions of reliability and validity. In their reanalysis of the CLASS using both exploratory and confirmatory factor analysis, Douglas et al. [10] conclude that the data only support the scoring of 15 of the 41 items on the instrument and that they measure 3, rather than 8, constructs. Heredia and Lewis [9] came to similar conclusions in their analysis of the Chemistry version of the CLASS [24] . We tested the full and abbreviated versions of the CLASS and found similar results for both. In this publication, we followed Douglas et al. [10] 's recommendation and focused on the 15 item version. Our study analyzed student CLASS data from the Learning About STEM Student Outcomes (LASSO) platform [25] . The LASSO platform is hosted on the LA Alliance website [26] and is a free resource for instructors that collects large-scale, multi-institution data by hosting, administering, scoring, and analyzing research-based assessments online. LASSO-using instructors teach in diverse institutional settings and tend to use collaborative-learning activities in their courses [27] .
To clean the data, we removed assessment scores from students who answered the CLASS's filter question incorrectly or took less than 3 minutes to complete the assessment. This led to the removal of 1615 students from the dataset who did not have either a pretest or posttest score. The final dataset included data from 8851 students in 185 courses at 26 institutions (as shown in Table I ).
In analyzing the student responses, we inverted the answers for any question in which SA aligned with novice views. We only used the 15 items Douglas et al. [10] recommended analyzing in their critique of the CLASS. For the sake of thoroughness, we repeated our analysis using the 36 items recommended by Adams et al. [4] . Our findings were similar using either version of the assessment, so for brevity's sake we will only discuss the 15-item version in the findings. We calculated the proportion of students selecting each response and point-biserial correlations between each response on an item with the overall score on the assessment using the itemanalysis package [28] in R. To calculate the overall score for this analysis; we used the same 5-category scoring method as Adams et al. [4] in their psychometric evaluation of the CLASS in which the range of answers from SD to SA were assigned a value of 1-5. In our comparison of the impact of different scoring methods, we score each assessment using both the 5-category method and the 2-category method recommended by Adams et al. [4] in which answers of SD to N are scored as a 0 and A and SA are scored as a 1.
B. Findings
Our analysis of response frequencies found that all available responses were used by students on the CLASS. Table  II shows that students were more likely to agree (A or SA) than disagree (D or SD) with an item. The most commonly selected response was A (34.8%) and the least commonly selected response was SD (6.1%). While the proportion of the time that SD was selected was small for some items (e.g., Item 7 -1.2%) it was more substantial for other items (e.g., Item 8 -14.4%).
Our analysis of correlations between responses and overall scores found inconsistent shifts in the point-biserial correlations across response categories (Table III) . Some items have regular and meaningful shifts in point-biserial values. For example, on item 8, as student responses move from SD to SA their correlations with overall expert-like views of physics get meaningfully more positive. Other items, however, have small or inverted shifts in in point-biserial values. For example, on item 12, as student responses move from SD to N their correlations with overall expert-like views of physics get slightly more negative before getting more positive when moving from N to SA. Figure 2 shows the point-biserial values for each response on each item. On average, the shifts in point-biserial values from SD to D and N are small (0.030 and 0.054) while the shifts to A and SA are larger (0.249 and 0.228). The only items with point-biserial values that are similar (difference < 0.030) for A and SA are items 2, 5, and 13. The rest of the items have point-biserial values for A and SA that differ by 0.124 to 0.512.
Our comparison of overall scores using the 5-category versus 2-category methods and of scoring responses found that scoring student responses using 5 categories led to slightly higher pretest and posttest means than scoring with 2 categories (Table IV) . The gains from pretest to posttest were similarly small and negative using either scoring style. Scoring with 5 categories, however produced smaller standard deviations and subsequently a larger effect size than scoring with 2 categories. 
C. Interpretation
Examining whether our findings support collapsing categories on the CLASS, we considered two potential justifications: (1) lack of response selection and (2) similarity in correlations for response selections with overall scores (i.e., point-biserial values). The low proportion of students selecting SD (< 2%) for some items on the CLASS (e.g., Item 6, 7, 10, and 11) make it a potential candidate for collapsing it with D. However, since SD was selected more frequently (> 10%) on other items (e.g., 1, 2, 4, and 8) its frequency of selection does not justify collapsing with D. The mean point-biserial values for SD, D, and N only have small differences and indicate that they may be candidates for collapsing. The mean point-biserial values for A and SA, however, are meaningfully different from each other and indicate that the two responses are distinct from each other and should not be collapsed. These findings do not support using either 2-point scoring methods recommended by Adams et al. [4] . Our findings support analyzing CLASS data using either a 5-point scoring system or a 3-point scoring system that collapses the SD, D, and N categories and leaves A and SA as their own distinct categories.
The absolute shifts from pretest to posttest on the CLASS have historically been small [29] and the use of a 5-point versus 2-point scoring system does not appear to change this. The interpretation of the gains, however, could be impacted by the use of a 5-point scoring system. The cohen's d effect size was more than 50% larger when calculated using 5-point versus 2-point scoring. The increase in the effect size is driven by a decrease in the standard deviation when using the 5-point scoring. We caution drawing any conclusions that are too large about these differences, however, as the effect sizes are small for both the 5-point (-0.139) and the 2-point scoring (-0.087).
IV. DISCUSSION
Research-based assessments provide instructors and researchers simple methods for measuring changes in students' performances in a range of areas, including content knowledge and attitudes. To support valid and reliable claims using data from these assessments, it is important that the instruments be developed, implemented, and analyzed using highquality methods. In the analysis of data, it is often useful to manipulate data (e.g., removing spurious data). However, as manipulations have the potential to introduce bias into data, they should be limited to only those that have strong evidence to support their use. As such, when examining rating scale data, response categories should not be collapsed without compelling evidence. If each response category is being used and is not being used redundantly, then collapsing response categories removes information and may bias results.
In our examination of the CLASS we found that while all response categories were used, the point-biserial correlation values for SD, D, and N were roughly equivalent, indicating that students were using all three response categories to mean similar things. This led us to recommend that the CLASS be scored using either a non-manipulated 5-point scale or collapse SD, D, and N categories to make a 3-point scale. The developers of the CLASS [4] recommend collapsing the responses to a pair of 2-point scales based on their interviews not identifying consistent differences in students use of SD and D or A and SA. As none of their interview data is included in their publications, it is difficult to judge the strength of their conclusion. Our findings indicate that students are using A and SA to mean different things which does not support the use of a 2-point scale. More broadly, we hope that instrument developers and users will be thoughtful in how they score assessments and consider following the methods we demonstrated in our analysis of the CLASS.
The instrument evaluation methods discussed in this paper are only small subset of the instrument evaluation methods developed by researchers in other disciplines (e.g., data science and psychometrics). We strongly recommend that instrument developers explore the space of classical test theory and item response theory to help improve assessment reliability and validity [30] [31] [32] . These tools can also test for potential biases in assessments across student demographics and courses contexts [33, 34] .
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